
When we open for the first time SourceTree, we need to Clone the repository into our computer. We select 
Clone from URL, paste the URL obtained from Gitlab, and select the local folder where we want to clone it.



This is the main view, at the left we can select the master, or the working copy, that is our local copy in our 
computer



Fetch is the command that works as “status”, for check if its any change on the repository.





If something have changed; Pull will appear with a red globe with the amount of changes inside of it. We 
should click Pull for saving that changes in our local working copy.



In this case, I´m already up-to-date. Usually the software check this on startup, but its recommended 
execute this manually if we are going to upload something to the repo.



I´m going to upload a copy from one picture, but it could be a modified html, a new folder…



Automatically, in my working copy, that file appears marked as unstaged.



I select it and it goes to the staged menu; now I can make Commit of that change. 
A commit is a local copy, we always must to make commit of that change before uploading it to the 
repository



It´s important to add some comment to that Commit, to maintain an order and for identify the different ones.



I push commit and I don't have any pending file, automatically Push appears with a red globe indicating 
that I have my changes ready to upload (1).



I click Push and appears this menu



I continue.



And my change is already uploaded to the repository. 



For real!



Fetch & Pull for bring up to date our working 
copy. 
!

!

Commit for saving locally our changes. 
!

!

Push for upload our commit to the repository. 


